We derive several limit results for the profile of random plane-oriented recursive trees. These include the limit distribution of the normalized profile, asymptotic bimodality of the variance, asymptotic approximation to the expected width and the correlation coefficients of two level sizes. Most of our proofs are based on a method of moments. We also discover an unexpected connection between the profile of plane-oriented recursive trees (with logarithmic height) and that of random binary trees (with height proportional to the square root of tree size).
Introduction
Plane-oriented recursive trees (PORTs) were introduced in the literature under a few different names (see below for more information), and have been widely addressed recently due most notably to the stimulating paper Barabási and Albert (1999) on network models. We give in this paper a detailed study of the profile of random PORTs, following Hwang (2005a, 2005b) and Fuchs et al. (2005) . While bearing many similarities to random recursive trees and random binary search trees addressed in our previous papers, profile of random PORTs gives rise to several different behaviors, as highlighted by the lack of a fixed-point equation for the limit distribution of the normalized profile and its special connection to profile of random binary trees; most technicalities for PORTs are also more complicated due to a divergent factor present in most sums.
precisely, let X n;k denote the number of nodes at level k (the root being at level 0) in a random PORT of n nodes. The profile is closely related to many shape characteristics such as depth, total path length, width, and height; see Hwang (2005a, 2005b) and Fuchs et al. (2005) for more information on profiles of trees.
Recurrence of X n;k . By definition, we have the recurrence for X n;k 
with X n;0 D 1 for n 1, which, by conditioning on the size of the first subtree of the root, can be further simplified as
where the X .i/ n;k 's and X n;k are independent copies of X n;k and P.J n D j / D n;j WD 2.n j /C j C n j nC n .1 j < n/:
Note that, by the estimate
the distribution J n has asymptotically most of its mass at small values of j , or
where P.J D j / D 2C j =4 j . This non-normalized, discrete limit law for the splitting distribution is drastically different from that for random recursive trees. Furthermore, the first two moments satisfy
Thus J n converges in distribution to J but without convergence of any integral moment. The descendants in simply generated family of trees also enjoy the same property; see Gittenberger (2000) .
Expected profile. The expected profile n;k WD E.X n;k / is essentially the distribution of the depth, which is the distance of a randomly chosen node to the root. It is known that (see Bergeron et al., 1992 , Prodinger, 1996a )
so that n;k D 4 n 2C n X k<j n s.n; j / n! 1 2 j k 1 .0 k < n/;
where the s.n; j /'s denote the signless Stirling numbers of the first kind. From the generating function in (5), we deduce, by singularity analysis (see Flajolet and Odlyzko, 1990 ) and the saddle-point method used in Hwang (1995) , that
uniformly for 1 k D O.L n /, where, here and throughout this paper, is the Gamma function and L n WD maxflog n; 1g;˛n ;k WD k= log n:
See also Szabó et al. (2002) and Bollobás and Riordan (2004) for crude estimates for n;k .
Rough descriptions of the shapes of random PORTs.
From (8), we see first that n;k ! 1 when k ˛CL n ˛C 2˛C C 1 log L n ! n ; where˛C 1:79556 solves the equation 1 2 C z z log.2z/ D 0 and ! n is any sequence tending to infinity. Note that˛C is the leading constant for the expected height derived in Pittel (1994) ; see also Biggins and Grey (1997) .
Secondly, the root has about p n children, which is to be compared with L n for random recursive trees and 2 for random binary search trees; see Fuchs et al. (2005) . The result (8) also says that except for the root each node roughly attracts about 1 2 L n new nodes (up to order of subtrees).
Finally, it also follows from (8) that most nodes in a random tree lie at the levels k D 1 2
p L n /, each of these levels having roughly n= p L n nodes. For other results for random PORTs, see Bergeron et al. (1992) , Mahmoud (1992) , Mahmoud et al. (1993) , Smythe and Mahmoud (1995) , Prodinger (1996a Prodinger ( , 1996b , Lu and Feng (1998) Limit distribution. Let k D k.n/ such that˛WD lim n!1 k=L n if the limit exists. Our first result states that X n;k = n;k converges in distribution to some law when˛2 OE0; which is solved to be
It follows that
which is a Rayleigh distribution with density function te t 2 =4 =2.
The middle range˛D 1 2 . When˛D , all m .
2
/ are identically 1, so that X.
We can refine the convergence in distribution (10) as follows.
L n C s n;k , where js n;k j ! 1 and 
for m 2 with 0 D 1 and
then the sequence of random variables .X n;k n;k /= p V.X n;k / does not converge to a fixed limit law.
We will show that p Y also appears as the limit law of the total path length (centered and normalized) in random PORTs, the total path length being the sum of the distances of all nodes to the root. This result is new and further reflects the property that most nodes in random PORTs lie at the levels k 1 2 L n . Previously, convergence in distribution was proved in Mahmoud (1992) by a martingale approach but without characterization of Y ; see also Prodinger (1996a) for the first two moments.
To prove the second part of Theorem 2, we will show that E X n;k n;k p n.
for m 2, where p m .s/ is a polynomial of degree m. Then the non-convergence follows from the same arguments used in Chern and Hwang (2001) .
where
being the Euler constant and .3/ WD P j 1 j 3 .
Since p 2 .s/ is a quadratic polynomial with positive leading coefficient, we see that the variance also exhibits asymptotically a bimodal behavior for large n and varying k with a valley at k D Covariance of two level sizes. We next consider the covariance of two level sizes. Define
with the coefficients given by (16) . Note that
We also need the two constants (
For k; h 1, letˇn ;h WD h=L n andˇWD lim nˇn;h if the limit exists. Theorem 3. If˛;ˇ2 OE0; 2 /, then the correlation coefficient of X n;k and X n;h satisfies .X n;k ; X n;h / 
I
p.s n;k ; t n;h / p p.s n;k ; s n;k /p.t n;h ; t n;h / ; if˛DˇD
where s n;k WD k L n and t n;h WD h 
Corollary 3.
The correlation coefficient of X n;k and X n;h is asymptotic to
.0 ˛;ˇ< 2 /; or (ii) if both js n;k j; jt n;h j ! 1 (not necessarily at the same rate) when DˇD A salient feature of the profile is that the correlation coefficient of neighboring levels is asymptotic to 1 except when k; h D Figure 1 for a plot of p.s; s C`/= p p.s; s/p.s C`; s C`/. This feature is closely connected with the bimodality of the variance of X n;k and the concentration of the width; see Devroye and Hwang (2005) .
Corollary 4.
The correlation coefficient .X n;k ; X n;h / exhibits asymptotically a sharp signchange atˇD 1 2 when˛2 .0; 2 / is fixed andˇis varying from 0 to 2 .
Two plots of the asymptotic correlation coefficient are given in Figure 2 , highlighting in particular the discontinuous sign-change at 1 2 . Intuitive interpretations of the results are similar to those provided in Drmota and Hwang (2005b) for recursive trees. Our method of proof relies on the generating function
Then (17) is derived, similarly as in Drmota and Hwang (2005b) , by a uniform estimate for the function on the right-hand side in the u; v plane (by applying the singularity analysis of Flajolet and Odlyzko, 1990 ) and then by extending the saddle point method used in Hwang (1995) .
Width. Define W n WD max k X n;k . By (8), we obviously have the lower bound
The dominant term on the right-hand side is indeed tight; the approach used in Drmota and Hwang (2005b) based on correlations of two level sizes can be applied to show that
The error term is however not optimal. A very general approach is recently proposed in Devroye and Hwang (2005) to showing that Estimates for higher central moments, concentration of the distribution, and the almost-sure convergence of the width are also given there. The method of proof is direct, correlation-free and relies on the estimates for higher central moments of the profile in the middle range.
A special connection. Profile of recursive trees can essentially be regarded as counting only left-branches in random binary search trees; see Fuchs et al. (2005) . This is seen by the standard transformation of a multiway tree to a binary tree, called the natural correspondence between forests and binary trees in Knuth (1997, Sec. 2.3.2). Both profiles (of recursive trees and of binary search trees) turned out to behave very similarly. Note that since the order of the subtrees of any node in recursive trees is not distinguished, we can always arrange the subtrees in increasing order of their root labels when reading them off from left to right; then applying the binary-tree transformation on recursive trees results in a binary increasing tree (with labels on any path down from the root still forming an increasing sequence). We can apply the same transformation to a random PORT and convert it into a binary tree; see Figure 3 for a plot. While the resulting tree is combinatorially less interesting because the monotonicity property of the labels along paths is destroyed, we will show that the profile in such binary trees is identically distributed as the profile of random binary trees although there is no bijection between their shapes; for example, when n D 3, We see that the profiles of the resulting transformed binary trees have the same distribution as those of binary trees of two nodes but without bijection between shapes. Intuitively, since the root of random PORTs has already about p n children (see (11)), nodes in the corresponding transformed binary tree is expected to be more dispersed, resulting in the "square-root profile phenomena" exhibited by the profile of random binary trees; see Section 7 for more details.
A comparison of some shape parameters. We list in Table 2 the asymptotics of some properties related to profile of random binary search trees, random recursive trees and random PORTs.
Property
Binary search trees Recursive trees PORTs root degree
.0:37 : : : ; 4:31 : : : /˛2 OE0; e/˛2 OE0;˛C/? Organization of the paper. We start in the next section from addressing the underlying biindexed recurrence for the moments of X n;k . Then we consider the asymptotics of higher factorial moments of X n;k in Section 3 for 0 <˛<˛C. Higher central moments of X n;k are studied in Section 4, and the correlation of two level sizes in Section 5. The limit law of the total path length of PORTs is derived in Section 6. We then conclude this paper with a discussion of the connection between PORTs and random binary trees.
The underlying recurrence
By (2), the probability generating function F n;k .y/ of X n;k satisfies the recurrence
It follows that the m-th factorial moment F .m/ n;k WD F .m/ n;k .1/ of X n;k can be computed recursively by
where F
.m/ n;0 D ı m;1 , the Kronecker symbol, for n 1, and
Thus we first consider the recurrence a n;k D b n;k C X 1j <n n;j a j ;k 1 C a n j ;k .n 2I k 1/;
with a 1;0 and fb n;k g given. We may assume b n;k D 0 for n 1, and k < 0 and k > n for n 2.
Denote by OEz n f .z/ the coefficient of z n in the Taylor expansion of f .z/.
Lemma 1.
The exact solution of a n;k is given by
where the operatorˆis defined bŷ
Proof. Let N a n;k WD C n a n;k 4 n and N b n;k WD C n b n;k 4 n . Then
and the bivariate generating function a.z; w/ WD P n;k N a n;k w k z n satisfies the differential equation
(both derivatives being with respect to z) which is solved to be
Thus by the expression (see Chern et al., 2002 )
we have N a n;k DˆOEb n;k C 1 n
Thus (21) follows.
Expected profile. Taking b n;k D ı n;1 ı k;0 in (21), we obtainˆOEb n;k D nC n 4 n ı k;0 for n 1, and, by (21),
which is identical to (6) . In addition to the asymptotic estimate (8), we also have, by (7) and Cauchy's integral formula,
uniformly for all 1 k < n where 0 < r D O.1/. This uniform estimate will be crucial in our error analysis needed for justifying asymptotics of higher moments of X n;k , especially when k L n . Note that if we take r D .k 1/=L n in (22), then we obtain
which is of the same order as (8).
3 Higher moments of X n;k
Asymptotics of the m-th factorial moment F
.m/ n;k of X n;k . With the two estimates (8) and (22) at hand, we prove in this section by induction that
uniformly for 0 ˛ m ", where, here and throughout this paper, the generic symbol " > 0 always represents an arbitrarily small number whose value may vary from one occurrence to another. We first derive a uniform bound for F .m/ n;k for all 1 k < n. Then the proof of (23) is split into two cases: 0 <˛< m and˛D 0.
A uniform bound for
.m 2/;
where 0 < r < m . This uniform bound will be crucial in proving (23) .
Proof of (24). Obviously, (24) holds when m D 1 by (22) . Assume m 2. By induction
The terms corresponding to`D 1 are bounded above by
the order being tight even when r is close to zero (which is the case when k D o.L n / and we take r D .k 1/=L n ). The remaining terms (with 2 `< m) are estimated similarly and of the same order when r " but of O.r 2 / smaller when r is approaching zero. Thus we obtain
uniformly for 1 k < n, provided that 0 < r < m 1 . Similarly,ˆOE
uniformly for 1 k < n, whenever 0 < r < m 1 . Consequently, by applying (21), we obtain
where 0 < r < m 1 and
Accordingly,
and this proves (24).
Proof of (23): 0 <˛< m
We refine the analysis above for (24) and show that uniformly for˛2 OE"; m " . Decompose G .m/ n;k into three parts
Letting ı ! 0, we obtain
for m 2, where
By using the estimate (24), we also have
Letting ı ! 0, we get
uniformly for˛2 OE"; m 1 ". This and the uniform estimate (25) yield
uniformly for˛2 OE"; m 1 ".
We now evaluate F .m/ n;k by splitting the sum on the right-hand side of (27) into three parts
.m/ n;k OE3:
uniformly for j =n 2 OEı; 1 ı and 0 ` k D o. p ın/. This and the estimate (29) then give rise to, by (27) ,
uniformly for˛2 OE"; m ", where
By (26), the errors introduced are bounded above by
The remaining two sums are estimated similarly by using again (26), giving
Since 0 <˛< m , letting ı ! 0, we obtain
This implies (28) with m satisfying (9), which can also be rewritten as
When m D 0, the left-hand side equals 2 p . Note that the generating function
It is easy to show by induction that j m .˛/j K m 1 m! for some large K 1 > 0 when˛2 OE0; 1=2, implying that the moment sequence m .˛/ uniquely determines the distribution of X.˛/.
Asymptotics of F
.m/ n;k :˛D 0
We complete the proof of (24) for the case˛D 0. We first consider the case k D 1 to see directly how the Rayleigh distribution appears. The proof for 2 k D o.L n / then follows closely the proof given above for 0 <˛< m ; we will only give the major steps.
Limit distribution for k D 1. By the recurrence (1) for X n;k , we have
so the m-th factorial moment satisfies
Thus the moment generating function of the limit distribution of X n;k = p n is the entire function
which is the moment generating function of a Rayleigh distribution; it is easy to see that the distribution is uniquely characterized by its moment sequence. An alternative way of proving the Rayleigh limit distribution is as follows. First, for n 2,
By singularity analysis, we have, by choosing a suitable Hankel contour H (see Drmota and Gittenberger, 1997 for similar details),
which equals the characteristic function of the Rayleigh distribution. Here the integration contour R .0C/ 1 starts from 1 on the real axis, encircles the origin once counter-clockwise, and returns to 1. An advantage of this analytic approach is that it can be further refined and gives a convergence rate.
.m/ n;k : 2 k D o.L n /. In this case, (23) is asymptotically equivalent to
We assume m 2 since the case m D 1 is already proved; see (8) . Note that by (24) with
it follows that the terms with`D 1 are dominating, and we have, by the estimates (24) and (30),
Similarly,
Consequently, by (31) , the dominant terms in (27) are those with`D 0, and we have
This proves (30) and thus completes the proof of (10).
A one-sided recurrence. An alternative approach to proving (30) is to rewrite the recurrence (20) as
This recurrence is much simpler because the solution to the recurrence a n D X 1j <n n;j a n j C b n .n 1/;
Then (30) is proved by induction on k and on m.
The middle range˛D 1=2
We prove first (12) (when 1 jk
in this section and then (14), both by the method of moments similar to that used above, but with the technicalities more involved.
Recurrence of central moments. Consider P n;k .y/ WD E.e .X n;k n;k /y / D F n;k .e y /e n;k y . Then, by (19) , we have the recurrence P n;k .y/ D X 1j <n n;j P j ;k 1 .y/P n j ;k .y/e n;k .j /y
.n 2I k 1/; where n;k .j / WD j ;k 1 C n j ;k n;k , and P n;0 .y/ D P 1;k .y/ D 1 for n; k 1.
Let now P
.m/ n;k WD P .m/ n;k .0/ denote the m-th central moment of X n;k . Then P .1/ n;k 0 and for (12) and the non-convergence part of Theorem 2 follows a similar pattern of proof to Theorem 1 but is more involved due to the cancellations caused by shifting the mean. We need two uniform O-estimates for and a precise asymptotic approximation to n;k .j /. Then uniform bounds can be derived by induction for P .m/ n;k for 1 k < n and m 0. The same inductive argument is finally refined and yields (12) .
A uniform estimate for n;k .j /. By (5) and singularity analysis (see Flajolet and Odlyzko, 1990) n;k .j / WD j ;k 1 C n j ;k n;k
where, here and throughout this section, r D
L n ) and
Since . ; x/ D 0, we have
uniformly for x 2 OE0; 1 and w 2 fw W jwj D
2
Co.1/; j arg.w/j =3g. From this estimate, the integral representation (33) and the elementary inequality 1 cos 2 =5 for 2 OE =2; =2, it follows that
uniformly for 1 k; j < n. Note that we retain the factor .j =n/ 1 " in the O-estimate since n;j D O.j 3=2 / for j =n ".
A uniform bound for the central moments P
.m/ n;k . By the recurrence (32) and the estimate (35), we apply the same inductive arguments used for the proof of (24), giving
uniformly for 1 k < n, where r D C o.1/. This bound is sufficient for bounding all error terms except when jk
The reason why (36) is not optimal in this case is simply because in (35) we keep r as a free variable whose choice is not optimized, resulting in a less optimal error term L 1=2 n there (true order being L 1 n when r is chosen optimally).
Another uniform estimate for n;k .j /. We need a more precise estimate than the bound (36) when jk
The uniform estimate we need is obtained by the two-term Taylor expansion (see (34) )
where ' 1 .x/ WD 0 w .
2
; x/ D .x log x C .1 x/ log.1 x/ C 2x/ =.2 p /, which then leads to, by a similar analysis as above,
Taking r D k=L n yields
uniformly for k 1 2 L n and 1 j < n. Technically, we need to split the analysis into three cases: 1 j < L n , L n j n L n and n L n < j < n due to the error terms j 1 and .n j / 1 in (33). Our analysis covers the middle case, the two boundary cases being simpler since either j ;k 1 or n j ;k is much smaller and the difference of the other two terms is bounded by the right-hand side of (37).
A second uniform bound for P .m/ n;k . From (37), we deduce that
uniformly for k 1 2 L n . The inductive proof is similar to that for (36) but we split all sums of the forms
We then apply the different estimates for P .m/ n;k (and the corresponding estimates for Q .m/ n;k and OEQ .m/ n;k ) to these sums: roughly, apply estimates uniformly valid for 1 j ; k < n to the first and the third sums, and estimates of the type (38) to the middle sum.
A more precise asymptotic approximation to n;k .j /. By (33), we have, again by expanding more terms of .w; x/ at w D , that (see Hwang, 1995 for similar details)
The non-periodic case when js n;k j ! 1. By the recurrence (32) and the two estimates (35) and (39), we prove by induction that
where m is given in (13) . In particular,
Note that 2 D c 2 =.4/; see (16) . The proof is almost the same as that for P
.m/ n;k since the additional factor ..k
is at most of logarithmic growth and does not affect the major asymptotic changes of terms with polynomial growth. Thus we can expand these additional terms and then estimate the sum term by term. Since jk 1 2 L n j ! 1, all bounded terms can be discarded. The main difference from the above proofs is that we split all sums of the form P 1j <n into more parts X The dominant term comes from the middle sum; the other four sums are bounded using the two estimates (36) and ( 
The remaining analysis is similar to that for F .m/ n;k and is omitted. Note that ' 1 .x/ D O.xj log xj/ as x ! 0 C , so that the integral in (13) is well defined when a D 0.
Unique characterization of the limit distribution. We now prove by induction that
for all m 0 and for a sufficiently large constant K 2 , which will then imply that the distribution of Y is uniquely characterized by its moment sequence.
By (13), induction and the elementary inequality j' 1 .x/j x, we have
.m 0/;
for some large constant K 3 . Thus there exists an m 0 > 0 such that K 3 =m 1=2 < 1 for m m 0 and (41) follows by properly tuning K 2 (for j m j with m m 0 ).
The periodic case when s n;k D O.1/. The same procedure used for the non-periodic case as above applies here but the dominant terms have a different form. L n c C`, where`2 Z, E X n;k n;k p n.
for m 2, where fxg denotes the fractional part of x. Then we apply the similar arguments (based on the Frechet-Shohat moment convergence theorem) used in Chern and Hwang (2001) to prove that Q X n;k WD .X n;k n;k /=. p n.
L n / k 1 =k!/ does not converge to a fixed limit law.
Indeed, for any sequence fn j g j such that` f 1 2
L n j g ! x as j ! 1, we can find a subsequence fn 0 j g j of fn j g j such that the random variable Q X n 0 j ;k converges weakly to some limit law. By the periodicity of the fractional part, we see that there are an infinity number of such subsequences fn 0 j g j for each of which Q X n 0 j ;k converges weakly to a different limit law. The non-convergence proof for .X n;k n;k /= p V.X n;k / is similar. To prove (14) , we use again induction. Assume m 2. Then a similar analysis as above leads to
where q m .s/ is a polynomial of degree m defined by
log.1 u// .' 1 .u/s n;k C ' 0 .u// c du:
Then by (32), we deduce that for m 2
the integral on the right-hand side being convergent for m 2 since q m is a polynomial of degree m. This proves (14) and the second part of Theorem 2. Straightforward calculation of the integrals gives the expression (16) for p 2 .s n;k /.
Extremal orders of jE.X n;k n;k / m j. We can derive the extreme orders of the higher central moments of X n;k as follows. When jk 1 2 L n j L 2=3 n , we have, by (38) ,
Taking r D 1=2 L 1=3 n in the first sum and r D 1 C L 1=3 n in the second, we obtain
Thus it follows that
for m 2, where the maximum is achieved at k D 
Correlation of two level sizes
We prove Theorem 3 in this section, starting from the proof of the generating function (18) .
Proof of (18)
. Let M n .u/ WD P k n;k u k and S n .u; v/ WD P k;h E.X n;k X n;h /u k v h . Then by (2), we have the recurrence
for n 2 with S 1 .u; v/ D 1. Let S.zI u; v/ WD P n S n .u; v/C n 4 n z n . Then, similar to the analysis of (21),
by (5) . Solving the differential equation yields
This proves (18) .
Asymptotics of the correlations. The remaining analysis parallels that in Drmota and Hwang (2005b) , and is thus omitted. Briefly, by singularity analysis, the first term on the right-hand side of (18) is dominant when 0 k; h < 2 L n . A variant of the saddle point method (see Hwang, 1995 ) is then applied to get the asymptotics of the covariance.
Total path length and the underlying recurrence
The total path length Y n D P k0 kX n;k in random PORTs satisfies, by definition, the recurrence (see (1))
with Y 0 D 0, which can be further simplified as
where the Y .i/ n 's and Y n are independent copies of Y n . From (42) , we see that all moments of Y n satisfy the recurrence a n D X 1j <n n;j a j C a n j C b n ;
which has the exact solution (assuming
Note that the recurrence (43) can also be written as a n D 2 X 1j <n C j C n j C n a j C b n ;
which is up to a shift of n the binary tree (or Catalan) recurrence studied in details in Fill and Kapur (2004) by an analytic approach. From the exact solution (44) , one easily derives the following types of asymptotic transfer for (43) by elementary means. 
Lemma 2 (Asymptotic transfer). (i) (Small toll functions) If
Expected total path length. From (42), we obtain, by using (4) and (44),
where H n WD P 1j n 1=j ; see also Chen and Ni (1994c) and Prodinger (1996a) .
Limit distribution of the total path length. By a similar method of moments as for X n;k for k 1 2 L n , we can derive the limit distribution of Y n . with r n;j WD j C E.Y j / C E.Y n j / E.Y n /.
Following the same proof for E.X n;k n;k / m , we deduce, by (46) , (45) 
A bridge between log-trees and square-root-trees
Given a random PORT of n C 1 nodes, we apply the natural correspondence and transform the PORT into a binary tree of n nodes; see Figure 3 . Let Z n;k denote the number of nodes at level k in such transformed binary trees. By the same arguments for deriving the recurrence of X n;k , we have, defining R n;k .y/ WD E.y Z n;k /, R n;k .y/ D X 0j <n nC1;j C1 R j ;k 1 .y/R n 1 j ;k 1 .y/ .n 2I k 1/;
with R n;0 .y/ D y for n 1.
Note that 1 2 nC1;j C1 C nC1;n j D C j C1 C n j C nC1 .0 j < n/:
It follows that Z n;k is identically distributed as B n;k , which is defined recursively by B n;k d D B I n ;k 1 C B n 1 I n ;k 1
.n 2/;
with B 1;0 D 1, where
The random variables B n;k are nothing but the profile of random binary trees of n nodes. The limit distribution of B n;k , as well as more process approximations, has been extensively studied in the literature; see Drmota and Gittenberger (1997) and the references therein for more information. In particular, it is known that 8 < :
where B˛is some limit law; see Stepanov (1969) , Takács (1991) .
Thus the "log-profile phenomena" exhibited by the profile of random PORTs becomes the "square-root profile phenomena" after the transformation. Such a change of order for the transformation was first observed by Chen and Ni (1994b) for the expected total path length. Note that the total path length of the resulting binary trees can be proved to have the same Airy limit distribution as that of random binary trees; see Flajolet and Louchard (2001) for many random variables leading to that law.
